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Schatz: Uses of Work Management

Meaningful work measurement is more than a sin
gle technique, this author believes. Rather it is a
complex, involving operations analysis, manpower
planning, and one of the work measurement tools—

THE USES OF WORK MANAGEMENT
by Harvey E. Schatz
Touche, Ross & Co.

measurement programs
ways produce increased efficiency.
have for some time been a
It should be noted that the ap
sort of stepchild in systems work.
plicability of work measurement is
They are tedious to carry out;
not limited to organizations with
workers often resent them; they
massive clerical staffs or that, be
lack the glamor of computer feasi
cause of its quantitative nature

bility studies or creating a manage
and the dollar savings objective,
ment information system.
use must preclude recognition of
They have only one great advan
human relationships. Work meas
tage: if done well, they can pro
urement can be quite effective in
duce significant savings.
small and medium-sized compa
And that is no small advantage
nies and can be instituted without
in this era of rising costs, a dimin
morale-shattering effects if a
properly structured program is
ishing labor market, and lower
developed.
profit margins.
Work measurement plans are no
By a complete work measure
panacea.
ment plan we do not mean any
But taken in the proper context
single work measurement tech
—viewed as a plan rather than a
nique that establishes a standard
single technique — they almost al
time for performing a given task.
ork
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An effective work measurement
program integrates this component,
of course, but to be effective it
must incorporate additional man
agerial control tools
well:
1. Operations Analysis
2. Manpower Assignment
3. Variable Budgeting.
The following discussions and
examples illustrate how these can
work with the others to create a
meaningful and integrated savings
program.
principal reason that work
measurement is so often successful
in effecting a reduction in the work
force is the fact that employees
who are not working against a
standard or established goal will
generally work at a 60 per cent to
15
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OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
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70 per cent effort level or pace.
Simply improving the effort levels,
however, is but one way of reduc
ing the time required to perform
a task. Even a well engineered

standard for an inefficient task will
contain built-in inefficiency. Before
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performing work measurement,
therefore, a methods study, or op
erations analysis, should be per
formed. (See Exhibit 1, above.)
Operations Analysis consists of
an intensive review of the manner
in which tasks are currently being
performed. First, functions of each
department are studied to ascer
tain the purpose and usefulness of
each function, to detect overlap
ing or duplication, and to deter
mine where the function can best
be performed.
In the past decade, the rapid
rate of corporate growth, the ad
vent of the computer, and the fre
quent movement of managerial
personnel have produced signifi
cant changes in organizations.
These changes often are not re

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol6/iss6/3

OPERATIONS
STRUCTURED

MEASUREMENT

flected in the functions being per
formed. Frequently, functions are
made unnecessary because they
have been superseded or are being
performed in another department.
For example, in the Operations An
alysis of a manufacturing plant, it
was determined that certain func
tions performed by the Timekeep
ing Department were performed
the next day, in an almost identical
manner, by the Payroll Depart
ment. In addition, computation of
piecework earnings, performed
manually in the Timekeeping De
partment, was also performed as
part of the computerized payroll
program.
The second step in Operations
Analysis is to review the work flow
and the detailed systems and proManagement Services
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2

WORK MEASUREMENT

establishes the time requirements of workloads

cedures used in performing each
function within departments and
between departments. Each func
tion is broken down into the opera
tions of which it is composed.

These operations are studied using
work simplification techniques.
For example, in analyzing the
material handling function
a
multistory manufacturing plant,
flow process charts were prepared
for each of the principal products,
indicating operations, transport,
storage, and inspection performed.
Distances moved were noted. Eval
uation of the feasibility of addi
tional monorail conveyors for
transporting and storing several
million parts per year was greatly
facilitated by use of the flow
charts. Determination of material
handling manning requirements
was deferred until this evaluation
was completed.
The third step in Operations
Analysis is the analysis of work
loads. In the case of office clerical
November-December, 1969
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jobs, particularly in smaller com
panies, there is a lack of repeti
tiveness in the work and many
tasks are difficult to measure (for
example, look-ups in an accounts
receivable department). However,
on the basis of information gath
ered to this point, it is usually
possible to break each job down
into the factors which are the de
terminants of the work load. In the
Purchasing Department case which
is discussed later as a case study, a
number of factors, such as issue
of purchase orders, issue
change
notices, and salesmen’s interviews,
determined the work load of the
buyers. The relative importance of
these factors, which we will call
control factors, is determined from
an analysis of time spent on each
factor during a four- or five-day
trial period.
Another product of this analysis
is the determination of fixed and
variable work loads. That is, how
much of the work load would con

tinue to exist under a 60- to 90-day
plant shutdown condition and
what index or indices of activity
would cause the remaining work
load to vary.
As a result of the operations ana

, the areas ofwhich are most
amenable to work measurement
are determined and a sequence es
tablished for the additional studies
to be performed.
There are four methods of work
measurement commonly used to es
tablish standards of performance:
1. Time Study
2. Operations Time Analysis
3. Predetermined Time Stan
dards
4. Work Sampling
Exhibit 2 above illustrates the
interrelationship
the four. Each
method has certain advantages and
disadvantages; the selection of a
particular method will depend up
on the nature of the operation to
be measured, skills available, cost,
company policy, etc.
17
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METHODS-TIME MEASUREMENT
APPLICATION DATA IN TMU

REACH - R
DISTANCE
MOVED
INCHES
_ A

TIME TMU
B

C or
D

HAND IN
MOTION

E

A

B
8.6

10

8.7 11.5 12.9 10.5

7.3

12

9.6 12.9 14.2 11.8

8.1 10.1

14

10.5 14.4 15.6 13.0

8.9 11.5

16

11.4 15.8 17.0 14.2

12.9

18

12.3 17.2 18.4 15.5 10.5 14.4

20

13.1 18.6 19.8 16.7 11.3 15.8

22

14.0 20.1 21.2 18.0 12.1 17.3

24

14.9 21.5 22.5 19.2 12.9 18.8

26

15.8 22.9 23.9 20.4 13.7 20.2

CASE AND DESCRIPTION

A. Reach to object in fixed
location.
B. Reach to object in location
which may vary slightly.

C. Reach to object jumbled with
other objects so that search
and select occur.

D. Reach to a very small object
or where accurate grasp is
required.
E. Reach to indefinite location
to get hand in position
body balance or next motion.

Copyright, MTM Association

GRASP - G
CASE

TIME
TMU

DESCRIPTION

1A

2.0

PICK UP GRASP - Small, medium or large object easily grasped.

1B

3.5

Very small object or object lying close against a flat surface.

1C1

7.3

Interference with grasp of cylindrical object.

1C2

8.7

Interference with grasp of cylindrical object. Diameter 1/4"- 1/2".

1C3 10.8

Interference with grasp of cylindrical object. Diameter under 1/4".

2

5.6

REGRASP

3

5.6

TRANSFER GRASP

4A

7.3

Object jumbled with other objects.

Larger than l"xl"xl".

4B

9.1

Object jumbled with other objects.

1/4"xl/4"xl/8"

4C

12.9

Object jumbled with other objects.

Under 1/4"x1/4"x1/8".

5

0

Contact,

Diameter over 1/2".

to l"xl"xl".

sliding or hook grasp.
Copyright, MTM Association
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EXHIBIT 4
METHODS-TIME MEASUREMENT
GENERAL PURPOSE DATA

f"

Code

01

02

06

12

18

24

2

4

9

13

17

22

F - Fixed Location

6

8

11

14

16

19

V - Variable Location

6

8

13

17

21

26

A - Additional Object

17

19

0 - One Hand

13

17

21

25

30

34

S - Simo

24

28

32

36

41

45

H - Handful

33

35

39

44

48

52

A - Additional Object

24

28

CO - Contact Object

E - Easily Grasped

J - Jumbled

1 - 3 " 3-9" 9 - 15" 15 - 21" 21-27"

Distance

BGT - BASIC GET

Copyright, MTM Association
No reprint
for Exhibits
or is granted without the express written
consent of the MTM Association, 9-10 Saddle River Road, Fair Lawn, New Jersey.

Time study and operations time
analysis will be discussed very
briefly; the use of predetermined
time standards and work sampling
 case
will be illustrated by means of
studies.
During the period 1910—1920,
stopwatch time studies became an
accepted method for setting stan
dards for factory direct labor oper
ations. Even today such studies are
accepted by organized labor. Time
study is used to determine stan
dard times for short-cycle, highly
repetitive operations. Operations
are broken down into regular and
noncyclical elements for which
average times are determined as a
result of timing many cycles of the
operation. (Elements as small as
.03-.04 minutes can be timed with
good accuracy.) The observed av
erage cycle time is the sum of the
average times for the regular ele
ments, plus provision for the non
cyclical elements. This observed
time is adjusted, based upon the
time study observer’s rating or lev
eling of the effort observed, to ar
rive at the normal time for the
operation. This is the time required
by an average, trained employee
working at a normal pace. Allow
Published
by eGrove, 1969 1969
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ances for personal time, unavoid
able delays, and fatigue are added
to the normal time to determine
the standard time for the operation.
Operations time analysis is sim
ply the development of standards
based upon historical averages, es
timates of supervisors, or batch
scheduling. Batch scheduling refers
to the use of a schedule desk which
dispatches uniform batches of work
to each work center about every
hour or half hour. After some trial
and error, the actual time required
to complete each batch is averaged
to arrive at a standard. An article
in the NAA Management Ac
counting magazine cited Southern
Bell’s use of a three-month histori
cal average to set standard times
for processing toll tickets and other
media. Using methods such as
these, standards can be developed
at a low cost since no specialized
technical skills are required. Al
though the standards can be used
to analyze subsequent trends, they
do not possess the normal amount
of precision and, therefore, build in
existing inefficiencies.
Predetermined time data exist in
various forms. Initially, companies
developed averages of elements

common to several time studies
and used these to set times for
those elements when they occurred
in subsequent operations, in lieu of
performing another time study.
Gradually, a company could de
velop sufficient time study data to
synthesize standards for most of
its operations.
Subsequently, as a result
in
dustrial engineering studies of
thousands of frames of slow motion
film, predetermined time data were
developed and published for mi
nute elements of motion. These
data exist in various sizes of build
ing blocks. Methods-Time Mea
surement (MTM) data (Exhibit
3, page 18), the lowest common
denominator, have been combined
to produce Methods-Time Mea
surement General Purpose Data
(Exhibit 4 above). An even larger
building block has been developed
in the form of Clerical Standard
Data (Exhibit 5, page 20).
Standards for nonrepetitive tasks
or for estimates for bidding pur
poses can be developed by break
ing the tasks down into appropri
ately sized elements, depending on
the predetermined data to be used,
and assigning the published times
195
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to these elements. Predetermined
time data are widely used in the
EXHIBIT 5
office areas, where the use of a
stopwatch is frequently considered
objectionable. A high degree of
CLERICAL STANDARD DATA
consistency of standards is ob
tained because a common element
CODE: SCDD-XX
has a uniformly assigned time and
no effort rating is required. How
OPERATION:
OPEN AND/OR CLOSE DESK DRAWER
ever, in order to develop qualified
analysts, considerable training is
required.
CLOSE DRAWER
The fourth method of work mea
HAND LOCATION
OPEN
DISTANCE
surement, work sampling, got its
OPEN
OVER
OPENED
AND
IN OR AT
DESK
CLOSE
DRAWER
DRAWER
OR
name in 1952 although the tech
TMU
TMU
TMU
TMU
CLOSED
DRAWER
nique was conceived 40 years
An Englishman named Tippett was
14
22
16
44
18
26 12
10
Center Part 6"
17
106
15
55
51
11
55 13
Full 12"
making time studies in a textile
mill to determine lost time for vari
24
22
35
26
56
34 22
20
Part 12"
Side
39
72
34
25
27
38 23
21
Full 18"
Top
ous causes. Time study was tedious
and he was looking for a less de
36
61
22
34
35
30
39 32
Part 12"
Side
39
37
77
tailed and easier approach when a
34
35
43 33
31
Full 18"
Lower
weaving manager remarked:
46
79
44
44
48 42
31
40
Part 12"
File
“I can tell at a glance whether
48
47
95
45
52 43
43
41
Drawer Full 18"
the weaving in the shed is good.
If most of the weavers are bent
DATA CODES
over their looms mending warp
breaks, weaving is bad; if the
weavers are mostly watching
running looms, weaving is good.”
START: Hand over desk
Tippett realized that this instan
END: Hand on drawer
taneous reading gave an indication
of production conditions in the
Table from Universal Office
Controls, copyright, H. B. May
brief interval surrounding the read
nard
& Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
ing.

EXHIBIT 6

ALTHOUGH each of the activities
can be USEFUL SEPARATELY

They are MOST USEFUL
when properly COMBINED
20
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EXHIBIT 8

VB2

VARIABLE BUDGETS

1 OF 2
1 OF 2

CURRENT INDIRECT WORKING FORCE ANALYSIS
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VB 4/




Work sampling is based upon
the laws of probability. A sample
number of chance occurrences
tends to follow the same distribu
tion as the large group from which
the sample was drawn. Work sam
pling is an extremely useful tech
nique for determining the time dis
tribution for activities being per
formed by direct and indirect fac
tory labor and by office employees;
it can be used to establish stand
ards. It is widely used to determine
allowances for delays which occur
at irregular intervals; this applica
tion has been named ratio delay.
Another common application is the
use of work sampling to determine
utilization of facilities, such as ma
chines, material handling equip
ment, or truck loading docks.
This method is less expensive
than time study or the use of pre
determined time data and does not
require observers with specialized
engineering skills. It is more ac
November-December, 1969

Published by eGrove, 1969

_____
________________ workload

analysis

Date.

ceptable to factory and office em
ployees than are continuous time
studies. Its broad range of appli
cability facilitates obtaining facts
which otherwise might not be ob
tained. Work sampling has the dis
advantage of being somewhat diffi
cult to comprehend and does not
provide as much detailed informa
tion as time study or the use of
predetermined time data.
In both of the case studies pre
sented further on, manning is ulti
mately related to an index of ac
tivity. By projecting the level of
activity, manpower requirements
can be determined in advance and
varied as required with the work
load. This does not necessarily
mean short-term hiring and firing.
In the office, for example, peak
loads will not occur simultane
ously in all departments. Utility
personnel and overtime can be
used to handle peaks when a de
partment is manned at a level less

than that required for the peak.
A vice president of a major com
pany was quoted as saying:
“I’d hate to think how I’d have
been able to run the office without
work measurement. The greatest
value comes in knowing the work
loads are reasonably equitable.”
By tieing the results of work
measurement to flexible budgets,
the savings effected can be perpet
uated. In many cases where the
work measurement technique was
used as a one-time cost cutter, per
sonnel who were eliminated ulti
mately reappeared on the scene.
The use of flexible budgets allows
for an increase in manning when
justified by an increase in the work
load. Meaningful budget reports
highlight deviations from standard
manning.
Operations Analysis, Work Mea
surement, Manpower Assignment,
and Variable Budgeting have all
been discussed. (See Exhibit 6,
23
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SUMMARY OF VVORKLOAD

ACTUAL

page 20). Each is a powerful man
agerial control tool. They are most
powerful, however, when inte
grated to create an effective Work
Measurement Program.

This effectiveness has  been
proved dramatically by applica
tions ranging from small individual
departments to large organizations
with massive clerical staffs—annual
dollar savings in the millions have
been reported.
Work measurement is mundane,
and it is time consuming. But at a
time when labor is becoming a
larger and larger item in a firm’s
expenses—in many cases the larg
est item—the effectiveness of Work
Measurement cannot be ignored.

Case study 1:
The following Purchasing De
partment case study illustrates an
application of work measurement

TIME ANALYSIS

using predetermined time data.
Brief descriptions of depart
mental and personnel functions
were prepared on preprinted forms
(Exhibits 7 and 8, pages 21 and
22). In the case of the buyers, the
control factors or determinants
work load were listed and assigned
code numbers. Provision was made
for a breakdown of miscellaneous
time to include accumulation of
time spent on telephone calls, per
sonal time, dictation, etc. These
code numbers were noted on work
load analysis or logging sheets
(Exhibit 9, page 23), which were
used by the employees to record
their time for several days.
Based upon the summary of ac
tual time spent working on each
control factor (Exhibit 10, above),
the most significant control factors
for which standards would be de
veloped were identified. In addi
tion, time spent on other control

24
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factors was allocated to the appro
priate standard control factors and
expressed as a percentage of the
actual recorded time.
At this point, each selected func
tion was broken down into its re
quired operations and times were
determined, using MTM—General
Purpose Data (Exhibit 11, page
25). Note that since all functions
are not to be timed, provision has
been made for unmeasured func
tions by adding an allowance to
the MTM times. The allowance is
based upon the percentage of allo
cated unmeasured time to time re
corded for the selected control
factors.
Two other allowances are in
cluded: a safety factor of 10 per
cent to allow for elements too
small to identify in the operation
breakdown and a personal time
allowance of 6.7 per cent, or 30
minutes of an eight-hour day. The
Management Services
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EXHIBIT II

CONTROL FACTOR
DETAILED OPERATION
UNIT TIME REQUIREMENT
DEPARTMENT NO. 16

DEPARTMENT NAME:

Purchasing - Buyers

DATE:

CONTROL FACTOR AND OPERATION TIME (MINUTES)
CHANGE SALESMEN LETTERS
PURCHASE PURCHASE
NOTICES
ORDERS
ORDERS
INTER
VIEWS
(REGULAR) (SPECIAL)

OPERATION DESCRIPTION

AVERAGE
2 LINE
ITEMS

AVERAGE
1 LINE
ITEM

AVERAGE
1 LINE
ITEM

1. Receive and review purchase
requisition

2. Determine possible sources

1.75

2.00

3.67

6.30

3. Check quantity requested with
economic purchase quantity

1.25

4. Enter quantity

.14

. 07

5. Determine delivery date
6. Write delivery date

.15

3.00

. 07

.07

7. Write unit price

.16

.08

8. Initial requisition

. 05

.05

9. Drop in box for typing

.03

.03

10. Review change request

1.42

11. Check with purchase order:

(a) Select order

.25

(b) Check item description

.08

(c) Write unit price

.08

(d)

Post quantity change

.15

(e) Initial

Sign
Salesmen interviews

.05

.05

.05

. 05

15.00

Dictate review and sign

Total measured time allowance

Unmeasured time

(Pct. VB 4 c)

Safety factor 10% of measured time
Total

Personal time allowance 6.7%

Total time allowance

November-December,
Published
by eGrove, 1969 1969

11.00
7.32

11.65

2.08

2.50

5.36

.97

.73

1.17

.21

1.50

1.10

10. 55

18.18

3.26

16.50

14.77

.71

1.22

.22

1.11

.99

11.26

19.40

3.48

17.61

15.76

15.00

11.00
2.67

2511
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EXHIBIT 12

VB5

PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

DEPT. NO. 16

DEPT. NAME:

Purchasing - Buyers

DATE:

CURRENT WORKING FORCE PRODUCTIVITY EVALUATION

VARIABLE CONTROL FACTORS EARNED FROM

NO.

NAME

ACTUAL
UNITS

TO

WEIGHTS
APPLIED

1

Purchase orders - regular

4,12 5

1.00

2

Purchase orders - special

385

1.69

3

Change notices

270

.31

276

1.56

255

1.40

4- Salesmen's interviews
Letters dictated

5

—

ORGANIZATION
WORK LOAD
CAPABILITIES

WEIGHTED
VALUE

4,125
122 days x
7, 502 minus
480 min. per
5,648 = 1,854
651
day
10,560
1,854 ÷ 938 =
84
10,560
additional
431
11.26 min.
work load
for base
capabilities
unit = 937.83
equivalent
to W. L. cap. of
one person
8

Total weighted units of control factor
—
—

5,648

An example of the integration
work measurement with variable
budgeting and performance report
ing for an order and billing de
partment is shown by a chart com
paring actual to standard perform
ance. Between mid-April and the
end of May, there was a steady
improvement in performance as in
dicated by the convergence of the
actual and standard lines. The
falloff of output concurrent with
the increase in staffing beginning
in June is highlighted by this
graphic type of reporting and in
dicates that corrective action is
required.
Let
look at an actual applica
tion of work sampling on a pilot
basis in a manufacturing depart
ment. It was mentioned earlier that
work measurement can be insti
tuted without harmful effects on
employee morale. In this example,
some of the steps taken to main

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol6/iss6/3
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people x
937.83 =
organization’s
work load
capabilities
totaling 1.98 persons

7,502

J. P. ENGLE
SUPERVISOR

H. F. SNYDER
ANALYST

total of measured time and allow
ances is the standard time for each
control factor. These standard
times are then summarized. Each
control factor is given a weighted
of
unit value by assigning a value of
1.0 to any factor identified as the
base unit and relating each fac
tor’s time to the base unit time.
The Personnel Requirements
Analysis (Exhibit 12, above) is
used to determine the excess num
ber of buyers in the current or
ganization based on standard units.
The standard is developed by using
the actual units for each control
factor, converted to weighted val
ues. The total weighted units of
control factor are compared to the
number of units the existing or
ganization can produce at standard.
This comparison indicates the ad
ditional work load capability, or
the excess number of persons,
based upon the existing staff.

ADDITIONAL
WORK LOAD
CAPABILITIES
DURING PERIOD
EQUIV. PEOPLE

tain good personnel relations will
be discussed.
Case study 2:

As in the case of any work mea
surement study, the objectives of
this study were clearly defined. In
this case the objectives were:
1. To train company manage
ment personnel in the use of
work measurement tech
niques
2. To acquaint factory indirect
and office employees with
work measurement (Time
study was currently being
used for the direct labor
force.)
3. To develop a program for
work measurement of indirect
factory and office areas to be
implemented by company
personnel with the objective
cost reduction.
Management Services12

The above objectives were to be
accomplished by two consultants
working with selected company
personnel for a two-week period.
Two pilot studies were to be con
ducted, one in an office department
and one in a factory department.
The factory departments were
selected by preparing a matrix
which listed the number of indi
rect labor employees by classifi
cation, by department. From this
matrix an assembly department
with seventeen direct and
reg
ular indirect employees was se
lected because of the relatively
high indirect to direct employee
ratio. The primary interest was to
determine how indirect labor per
sonnel spent their time. It was
decided to include direct labor
personnel in the observations,
however, since little additional
effort would be required.
An index of the activity level
must be selected so that the time
distribution observed during the
study can be related. Since indirect
labor employees were a supporting
function to direct labor, it was de
cided to use standard direct labor
hours
the index.
The next requirement in prepar
ing for the study was the selection
and training of observers. The fact
that observers were selected from
departments, such as cost account
ing, production control, and plant
engineering, is an indication of the
ease with which people can be
trained in the use of work sam
pling. This type of selection also
established a nucleus of trained
personnel in the various depart
ments. The plant time study man
was selected to be in charge of the
study. Training sessions were held
with this group and with the plant
foremen to familiarize them with
the practical aspects, but not the
detailed theoretical concepts, of
work sampling.
It is essential that the employees
being studied be informed of what
is taking place. The initial reaction
to work measurement, in one in
stance, has been described as run
ning “from tears to fears.” This can
be overcome by careful and tact
November-December,
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ful communication—before the fact.
The following excerpts are from
the letter issued to the employees
by the plant manager concerning
the “Labor Utilization Survey.”

“The plan is to study one de
partment in the office and one
department in the plant during
this two-week period. In addi
tion to a careful examination of
the selected departments, this
will be a training program for
the supervision assigned so that
they can in turn complete the
study of all departments on an
extended-schedule basis. The
studies in both the plant and
office will be performed using a
work sampling procedure which
is an accepted industrial engi
neering technique. Random ob
servations of job performance
will be recorded and the results
evaluated statistically.
“There is no need for any per
sonnel to be disturbed because
they are being observed during
the course of these studies.
Please do not attempt to put on
any special performance or show.
Be natural, do your work nor
mally, and try to ignore the fact
that you are participating in a
special program.”

The objective of matching man
ning to work loads was emphasized
to supervision and to the employ
ees. In addition, the company pol
icy of depending on attrition alone
for reductions highlighted by work
measurement was reiterated.
Randomness and instantaneous
observations are essential to a
proper study. Consequently, the
study must be organized in such a
manner that:
1. Each observer is consistent in
his classification of an activity
2. Tour times are random
3. Tour routes are random
4. The activity first observed is
noted without anticipation of
an activity about to happen.
In order to ensure that these
conditions are met, detailed in
struction sheets are prepared which
include definitions of each of the

It is essential that the
employees being studied be

informed of what is taking
place. The initial reaction to

work measurement, in one

instance, has been described
as running “from tears to
fears." This can be overcome

by careful and tactful
communication before the
fact.
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EXHIBIT 13

Random Tour Times & Routes
For Work Sampling of Department 14
Wednesday, September 18, 1963

Gladstone

Baranowski

Tour
No.
Rt. Time

Tour
No.

241

2

7:18

242

1

243

Buckley

Tabacsko

Lemon

Latovick

Rt. Time

Tour
No.
Rt. Time

Tour
No.
Rt. Time

Tour
No.
Rt.. Time

Tour
No.
Rt. Time

251

1

11:12

261

2

7:17

271

1

12:34

281

2

7:10

291

1

12:07

7:39

252

1

11:26

262

2

7:31

272

2

12:48

282

1

7:28

292

x

12:23

1

7:53

253

2

11:47

263

1

8:06

273

2

12:58

283

x

8:06

293

2

12:35

244

2

8:03

254

2

11:57

264

1

8:31

274

1

1:15

284

1

8:32

294

1

12:46

245

1

8:44

255

12:40

265

2

8:50

275

1

1:31

285

2

8:52

295

246

x

•8:55

256

1

1:15

266

2

10:07

276

2

1:59

286

2

9:51

296

247

1

9:18

257

2

1:25

267

2

10:22

277

2

2:09

287

1

10:05

297

248

2

9:30

258

2

2:54

268

2

11:23

278

2

2:28

288

2

11:13

298

2

2:21

249

2

9:49

259

1

3:06

269

2

12:00

279

1

2:58

289

2

11:33

299

2

2:49

250

2

260

x

3:21

270

2

12:21

280

2

3:08

290

2

11:44

300

10:25

1:02

2

1:32
2:04

3:19

EXHIB1T 14
activities to be studied. These ac
tivities are preprinted on the ob
servation sheet. The vertical col
SCHEDULE B
umn lists badge numbers. These
MATERIAL HANDLERS
badges were worn by the employ
Time Distribution Based Upon
Work Sampling (1)
ees during the study to identify
(457 Observations)
their job classifications and to fa
cilitate accounting for all employ
Percent Hours
ees on each tour. IBM cards were
16.0
A. Average attendance hours per day
used for observations made during
Hours during which observations were not made because of
B.
.8
a much larger study. It is interest4-Day
breaks
cleanup period
15.2
ing to observe that at no time dur
C. Hours available to be observed
2.1
ing either of these studies was any
C
D. Hours not observed—13.9%
13.1
dissatisfaction expressed by the
Hours
in
observation
area
E.
employees because they were re
F. Time distribution per work sampling observations:
quired to wear these badges.
ACTIVITY OBSERVED
table of random numbers is
7.4
56.7
Material Handling
used to select random tour times
.7
5.3
Unrack in
3
and routes. A schedule of these
Direct Labor:
2.6
Assembly
times and routes (Exhibit 13,
.7
5.1
2.5
Obtain
Prod.
Mat
’
l.
above) is prepared for the ob
.2
Production Inspection
.1
servers; the routes are shown on a
.4
Expedite
1.8
.2
Janitorial
sketch of the department included
11.6
1.5
Idle
in the instructions.
2.1
16.2
Walking
.4
2.7
Discussion
An initial trial run is made and
13.1
100.0
a control center established for
observers to note for each other
(1) Observations during the first day of the sampling were not classified in a
any aspects of the operations which
manner consistent
that used during the remainder of the study. The first day’s
results, therefore,
excluded.
had not been anticipated and to re-

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol6/iss6/3
been
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solve problems which develop. The
trial run also provides the first
reading of the distribution of time
between the activities observed.
The percentage of total time occu
pied by an activity or delay, for
example, idle time, is used to make
an initial determination of the total
number of observations required.
This can be determined by for
mula, chart, or table.
To determine the number of ob
servations required, the desired
confidence level and degree of ac
curacy must be specified. A 95 per
cent confidence level simply means
that one is confident that 95 per
cent of the time the random obser
vations will represent the true con
dition and 5 per cent of the time
they will not. The degree of ac
curacy required will determine the
number of observations, which in
turn affects the cost of the study.
Based upon the trial run some
redefinition of the study may be
made. Observations are then made
and the results tabulated daily.
The percentage occurrence of an
activity can be plotted daily on
control charts to detect changed
conditions which would affect the
validity of the results. particular
advantage of work sampling is that
accuracy of the results can be eval
uated at any point during the study
by use of a table similar to the one
previously discussed. In other
words, the number of observations
may be cut short of the original
plan if at some point it is deter
mined that improvement in accu
racy would not be warranted by
the additional number of observa
tions required.
The pilot work sampling study
conducted in the manufacturing
department indicated, with vary
ing degrees of accuracy, the
amount of time spent in direct and
indirect activities by persons work
ing in the department. About 7,000
observations were made of the 17
direct employees, two material
handlers, a repairman, an inspec
tor, and an expediter.
The accuracy with which the
occurrence of a particular activity
can be stated, at a specific level of
November-December, 1969
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confidence,
dependent
upon the
number of observations and the
percentage occurrence of the ac
tivity. The larger the number of
observations and the higher the
percentage occurrence, the greater
the accuracy with which the re
sults can be stated. Consequently,
the percentage indicated for each
activity would have to be expressed
as a range rather than a single
number to say, with 95 per cent
certainty, that the result is correct.
As a practical matter this was not
done in each case. Idle percentages
by job classification, however,
were determined in this manner.
Direct labor had a very low oc
currence of idle time; the repair
man had virtually none.
point
which should be emphasized with
respect to idle time is that in some
cases it is difficult to define the
nature of an observed activity. Ex
amples of this situation are mate
rial handlers or an expediter ob
served walking or talking to other
employees. Each of these activi
ties could be an element of work
or of idle time. The approach used
was to classify the activity actually
observed, that is, walking or dis
cussion, and to use experience and
judgment in evaluating the results.
As a result of this approach, the
idle percentages shown represent
time which was definitely identifi
able as idle time.
Exhibit 14 on page 28 illustrates
the time distribution for the two
material handlers, based upon 460
observations. Based upon these
data it was determined that 10
hours of material handling were
required to support the level of
activity which existed during the
study. By reassigning two hours
to material handlers in an adjacent
department, who had available
time, one material handler was
eliminated.
This may seem to be excessive
effort to eliminate one man. The
total impact of this program, how
ever, was significant. About 60 per
cent of all indirect employees were
measured. Of this number about
10 per cent were eliminated by the
program, through attrition.

To determine the number of

observations required, the
desired confidence level and
degree of accuracy must be

specified. A 95 per cent
confidence level simply
means that 95 per cent of

the time the random

observations will represent
the true condition and 5 per

cent of the time they will

not. The degree of accuracy
required will determine the

number of observations,

which in turn affects the
cost of the study.
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